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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of different condition monitor-

ing technologies for fiber ropes. Specifically, it presents an

overview of the articles and patents on the subject, ranging

from the early 70’s up until today with the state of the art. Ex-

perimental results are also included and discussed in a condi-

tion monitoring context, where failure mechanisms and changes

in physical parameters give improved insight into the degra-

dation process of fiber ropes. From this review, it is found

that automatic width measurement has received surprisingly

little attention, and might be a future direction for the de-

velopment of a continuous condition monitoring system for

synthetic fiber ropes.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a trend within the offshore market to use fiber ropes

instead of steel wire ropes for deep-sea lifting. For steel wire

ropes, the weight of the wire itself puts limitations on the de-

ployable depth for the payload, while fiber ropes such as High

Modulus Polyethylene (HMPE), which floats in water, allows

for the deployment of payloads at deeper depths with smaller

cranes. This means that even though fiber ropes are more ex-

pensive than steel wires, the cost reductions enter through the

reduced size in cranes. Figure 1 shows two recent fiber rope

cranes developed by National Oilwell Varco and MacGre-

gor for deep-sea heave-compensated operations. With active

heave compensation, the payload will be stationary relative to

the seabed, while the rope moves back and forth over multiple

sheaves to compensate for the waves, which will cause heat

build up in the rope and lead to material deterioration in the

fiber rope. The companies are therefore interested in a good

condition monitoring technique that can provide the current
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Figure 1. Fiber rope cranes by National Oilwell Varco (left)
and MacGregor (right). Reproduced with permissions.

state of the rope, as well as its remaining useful life (RUL).

This paper is an extension of the work on this topic by Oland

and Schlanbusch (2016) and presents a review on the avail-

able technologies as well as providing recommendations to

which technologies to focus on when doing condition moni-

toring of fiber ropes. Specifically, this paper considers exper-

imental results, new techniques and technologies as well as

the different patents on the subject. Previous review papers by

Williams and Lee (1982) and Rebel, Chaplin, Groves-Kirkby,

and Ridge (2000) have explored condition monitoring tech-

niques of steel wires with the latter containing information

about techniques used for fiber ropes. The work by Rebel et

al. (2000) has later been expanded by Laura (2003) through

a review article on both wire and synthetic ropes with some

additional references. Now more than 14 years later, there is

a need for a new review on this topic to put the old and new

technologies into the same context of condition monitoring of

fiber ropes, where also patents are included. Note that there

is a more recent review on the topic of fiber ropes by Weller,

Johanning, Davies, and Banfield (2015), but their focus is on

identification of faults, degradation mechanisms, testing and

inspection methods, and not the technologies that can facili-

tate condition monitoring.
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Figure 2. The composite parts of a twisted rope (top), (Lechat
et al., 2008) and a parallel sub-rope rope (bottom) (DNV-GL,
2005).

The paper is structured as follows: first the paper presents

the construction of a rope and the current practice on when to

discard a rope, then it presents the different damage mecha-

nisms common for ropes. The main body of the paper then

follows with an overview of the different technologies that fa-

cilitates condition monitoring of fiber ropes, before wrapping

it up with a discussion on present results and possible future

directions.

2. ROPE PROPERTIES AND CURRENT PRACTICE

There are many ways of creating a rope, but its basic con-

struction remains the same. Figure 2 shows the construc-

tion of a rope, which consists of filaments (continuous fibers),

yarns, strands and sub-ropes. Filaments are twisted together

to produce yarn, multiple yarns are twisted together to pro-

duce a strand, and multiple strands are twisted together to

create a sub-rope. Sub-ropes can then be twisted or braided

together to form a rope. There are a multitude of different

rope designs, ranging from different braiding techniques to

parallel sub-rope constructions as well as ropes with or with-

out jackets. Figure 2 (bottom) shows a rope construction of

parallel sub-ropes using a jacket. In this case, the jacket is

there to keep the load-bearing sub-ropes in place, and does

not provide any contribution to the load-bearing capabilities,

and the filter is there to protect against ingress of foreign ma-

terials. It is important to emphasize that different rope con-

structions and rope types will naturally require different con-

dition monitoring techniques.

The current practice on when to discard a fiber rope is to do

visual inspections and count load cycles. The recommended

practice DNV-RP-E304 by DNV-GL describes the process of

inspecting a parallel sub-rope rope as in an incremental order:

check the jacket, the filter, and then the sub-ropes (DNV-GL,

2005). Minor repairs can be performed on the jacket and fil-

ter, but if the sub-ropes are damaged, the number of dam-

aged or severed sub-ropes must be counted and compared

to the load-bearing capabilities of the rope. A comparison

then dictates whether to discard, repair or continue nomi-

nal operation. Another standard DNV-OS-E303, states that

any rope that has been subjected to 70 % of its Maximum

Break Strength (MBS) should be taken out of service to be

re-certified or discarded (DNV-GL, 2013b).

3. DAMAGE MECHANISMS FOR FIBER ROPES

The main damage mechanisms for fiber ropes are abrasion,

creep, UV radiation, tensile fatigue, heating, compression fa-

tigue, and shock. It is important to consider all of these but

it must be noted that the applicability and severity is mate-

rial dependent. These damage mechanism will be discussed

briefly in this section.

Abrasion is defined by Annis (2005) for ASTM as ”the wear-

ing away of any part of a material by rubbing against an-

other surface”, and there can be both internal and external

abrasion. External abrasion can arise due to interactions with

e.g. sharp edges, while internal abrasion can arise due to

the rubbing between the strands inside the rope. Note that

it is the internal abrasion that generates heat in the rope such

that the fibers melt together, reducing the strength of the rope.

Herduin, Banfield, Weller, Thies, and Johanning (2016) show

through experimental tests that there is a linear relationship

between the strength loss due to external abrasion and the

surface roughness.

Creep is defined by Samson Rope Technologies (2012) as the

continued extension of a material when subjected to constant,

long-term static loading. It can be reversible or non-reversible

depending on the severity of the load history. Figure 3 shows

experimental results from 10 load-cycles of a new nylon rope

(Weller, Davies, Johanning, & Banfield, 2013). Due to the

load and constructural rearrangement after initial loading, the

rope exhibits creep, resulting in a permanent elongation of

the rope. Figure 4 shows the three different regimes of an

HMPE rope as defined by Vlasblom and Bosman (2006). In

Regime I, called ”primary creep”, the elongation of the rope

is reversible such that the rope will return to its original length

when the load is removed. In Regime II, called ”steady state

creep”, the molecular chains of the rope start to slide, such

that the creep rate increases slightly and the elongation is irre-

versible. In Regime III, called ”tertiary creep”, the molecular

chains start to break, and there is an increase in local stress

that accelerates until breakage. One very important fact re-

garding creep, is that it is a local phenomenon. This means

that the whole rope must be monitored for creep, such that it

is not sufficient to monitor the overall elongation of the rope.

Weller et al. (2013) state that UV radiation leads to material

degradation of the outer surface of some types of rope, and
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Figure 3. Load extension of a new nylon mooring rope sub-
jected to 10 cycles (Weller et al., 2013).

Figure 4. A typical creep curve for HMPE ropes (Vlasblom
& Bosman, 2006).

can be seen as discolored fibers that become weaker than the

internal fibers. Flory, McKenna, and Parsey (1982) explain

that UV radiation can degrade polypropylene and aramid fibers

and to some extent nylon ropes, while polyester and HMPE

ropes are unaffected. Furthermore, Flory et al. (1982) wrote

that most aramid ropes have a jacket, which protects against

UV radiation. The UV radiation also only affects the fibers

on the surface on the rope, such that this is mainly a problem

for small diameter ropes, and not for large diameter ropes re-

quired for deep sea lifting applications.

Tensile fatigue is the result of ropes that have been operated

for long periods of time within their operating limits. Ac-

cording to McKenna, Hearle, and O’Hear (2004), the main

damage mechanism under this condition is internal fiber-on-

fiber abrasion, where long-term usage results in a breakdown

of yarns. Sea water and salt have an especially accelerating

effect on the fatigue of fiber ropes subject to wet/dry cycles

due to increased internal abrasion through particle and fiber

contact. Kenney, Mandell, and McGarry (1985) state that sea

water reduces the strength of nylon ropes by approximately

10 % under most conditions. Salt weakens the nylon struc-

ture by disrupting the hydrogen bondings.

Heating is another challenge for fiber ropes, especially with

cyclic bend over sheave (CBOS) situations such as active heave

compensation, where the rope is moved back and forth over

a sheave. This results in a temperature build-up, which will

exceed the critical temperature of the rope. For reference,

Cortland Company (2016) states that the Cortland Plasma

fiber rope brand has a critical temperature of 65◦C. As the

temperature increases beyond the critical temperature, the degra-

dation is caused by the temperature alone.

Compression fatigue is defined by McKenna et al. (2004) as

when fibers, yarns or strands buckle due to the rope operating

at low tension. This leads to a change in the rope such that

it exhibits Z shaped kinks, where the fibers tend to fail at the

kink. This is particularly applicable to stiffer materials such

as aramid and less-so HMPE.

According to McKenna et al. (2004), shock or overloading a

rope above the work load limit can result in a significant loss

of strength or durability. Shock can result in melted fibers

and repeated shocks is similar to cyclic bending fatigue. The

damage might not be possible to detect through inspections,

such that McKenna et al. (2004) recommends to use the load

history to identify shock damages and to monitor the rope’s

condition.

It is important to know that each of the different damage

mechanisms have an effect on the other damage mechanisms.

For CBOS loading in particular, Davies, François, Lacotte,

Vu, and Durville (2015) identify four distinct mechanisms

through observation of damages:

1. Flattening of rope surface in contact with sheave, pro-

ducing a shiny continuous surface, which might be due

to the local melting of fibers

2. Extrusion of fiber loops, which might be due to the high

pressure exerted by the sheave

3. Abrasion within the rope

4. Fiber breakage

Davies et al. (2015) emphasize that these mechanisms are not

acting independently, but act together, making failure analysis

more complex. This also means that monitoring one param-

eter alone might not be sufficient to obtain a good condition

monitoring system for fiber ropes. Samson Rope Technolo-

gies (2014) have documented pictures of many different kinds

of rope conditions. Figure 5 shows these conditions, which

are: cut strands, compression damage, inconsistent diame-

ter, pulled strands, heavy external abrasion and melted fibers.

Note that most of these damages can be monitored through

width and surface inspections.

All these damage mechanisms that have been presented here,

must be monitored through one or more sensor systems, some-

thing that will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5. Different kinds of rope damages. Cut strands (top
left), compression damage (top right), inconsistent diameter
(middle left) and pulled strands (middle right), heavy abra-
sion (bottom left) and melted fibers (bottom right). Repro-
duced with permission from Samson Rope Technologies.

4. TECHNOLOGIES

In general, there are two main approaches when monitoring

the condition of fiber ropes. One is to embed a foreign ma-

terial or sensor inside the rope, while the other is to measure

physical quantities to quantify the condition of the rope. The

use of embedded technologies has received much attention,

with approaches such as detectable magnetic threads, optical

fibers, conductive threads and threads that can be detected us-

ing X-ray tomography. These approaches have many advan-

tages, while it requires a specially designed rope to be em-

ployed. Also note that it represents a major challenge to im-

plement embedded methods without effecting the rope struc-

ture and/or materials. Non-embedded approaches include ther-

mography, computer vision, computed tomography, capaci-

tive detection, acoustic emission and lasers for width mea-

surements. Each of these techniques will be discussed in the

following sub-sections.

From an implementation perspective it is important to dis-

cuss the applicability of the different sensors for continuous

and/or discrete monitoring. Technologies such as conductive

threads, optical fibers, thermography, width measurements,

capacitive detection, computer vision and acoustic emission

can allow continuous monitoring of a rope. Computational

expensive sensors such as X-ray tomography and micro-CT

tomography will most likely be constrained to measure at dis-

crete intervals (e.g. inspection of the rope on the deck). As

such, it is natural to expect that a complete condition monitor-

ing system with prognostic capabilities will comprise a suite

of sensors that work together.

4.1. Magnetic measurements

While magnetic techniques are common for wire ropes, they

are not directly applicable for fiber ropes since they do not

consist of ferromagnetic materials. However, there are some

Figure 6. Electron spin resonance traces for virgin and de-
graded nylon rope (DeNale, 1985). The amplitude increases
as a function of cuts.

available methods using magnetic detection techniques that

can be applied to fiber ropes.

DeNale (1985) presents an overview of different non-destructive

evaluation methods in the U.S. Navy, where the strength of

a fiber rope can be determined using electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Through as series of papers

(Bryden & Poehler, 1985), (Bryden & Poehler, 1986) and

(Bryden & Poehler, 1987) this approach is described in more

detail. Irradiation from UV and X-rays as well as mechani-

cal fractures can be used to generate free radicals associated

with broken bonds in the polymer chains. These paramag-

netic defects can then be detected using EPR spectroscopy by

using a broad magnetic field sweep. Figure 6 shows the EPR

signal as a function of magnetic flux, where three different

cases are considered: a virgin rope, a rope with a few cuts,

and a rope with many cuts. The amplitude of the EPR signal

increases as a function of cuts, and can therefore serve as a

condition indicator for fiber ropes. Note that different ropes

will exhibit different behaviors requiring specialized models

for condition monitoring.

In a recent patent by Huntley, Huntley, and Whitehill (2015)

the inventors propose to make at least one of the strength

members detectable by a magnetic sensor. This allows the

condition of the rope to be monitored using magnetic flux

leakage or eddy currents as the phase and amplitude will change

during use. Grabandt, Van Berkel, Oosterhuis, Mathew, and

Akker (2015) submitted a similar patent, where a detection

thread that is detectable using magnetism, X-ray or terahertz

analysis is weaved into the rope. A comparison between the

measured pattern and a healthy baseline then enables the de-

termination of the rope’s condition.

Huntley, Grabandt, and Graëtan (2015) present an approach

called the marked yarn magnetic principle and is similar to the

patent by Huntley, Huntley, and Whitehill (2015), where one

of the strength members is coated with a marker material that

is detectable using magnetism. The received voltage from the
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Figure 7. FFT of marked yarn magnetic principle data
(Huntley, Grabandt, & Graëtan, 2015).

sensor can then be related to the position along the rope, facil-

itating the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Figure 7

shows the FFT of the sensor data at 120, 000 and 180, 000

cycles after a CBOS test. It is evident that the main peak

shifts to the right as the number of cycles increases, thereby

providing a good condition indicator of damage in the rope.

In their patent, Ilaka and Zerza (2014) specify a detection de-

vice for the change in magnetic measurements of an embed-

ded magnetic fiber and compare to user-defined values,which

can be used to predict the discard state of specific sections of

a rope in conjunction with other parameters.

4.2. Electrical conductive measurements

Using embedded conductive wires or threads as part of a com-

posite fiber structure are discussed in several papers (Wang &

Chung, 1997), (Irving & Thiagarajan, 1998) and (Javidinejad

& Joshi, 1999), which show how to correlate the measured

resistance to the fatigue and applied strain respectively. More

specifically for ropes, Schmieder, Heinze, and Michael (2015)

have developed a rope design that included load-bearing strands

with an electrically conductive thread, which allows for con-

dition monitoring. Figure 8 shows the resistance as a function

of bending cycles. It is evident that the resistance increases

with the number of cycles, something that can serve as a con-

dition indicator for the rope. De Angelis (1998) obtained

a patent on using voltage measurements to determine when

fiber ropes must be replaced, while Robar, Veronesi, Stucky,

and Gieras (2006) have a patent on the use of electrical resis-

tance for detection of rope deterioration.

Since an electric current through a thread induces a mag-

netic field, the electric thread also allows for using the results

on magnetic detection by Huntley, Grabandt, and Graëtan

(2015). Also note that the resistance of a wire is a global

measurement (between two points), such that it cannot iden-

tify the exact location where the rope has been deteriorated,

but gives an indication on the overall health of the rope.

Figure 8. Electrical resistance as a function of bending cycles
(Schmieder et al., 2015).

4.3. Capacitive measurements

Another method that can be used for condition monitoring

of a fiber rope is capacitive measurements. By placing two

plates of a parallel capacitor on each side of a rope, the dielec-

tric constant will change as a function of the rope’s condition.

Grabandt et al. (2015) propose to use this capacitive effect in

conjunction with electromagnetic measurements, where the

capacitor is one of the frequency determining components,

enabling the condition of the rope to be related to the fre-

quency of the received signal. Currently there is little research

on this approach beside a few sentences in this patent.

4.4. Computer vision

The recommended practice DNV-RP-E304 by DNV-GL rec-

ommends visual inspection of ropes for determining their con-

dition (DNV-GL, 2005). A natural extension from manual vi-

sual inspection, is the use of computer vision as a means of

continuous condition monitoring for fiber ropes.

Törnqvist et al. (2011) performed CBOS testing of a large di-

ameter HMPE fiber rope from Dyneema R© with experimental

results as shown in Figure 9. During the testing, the authors

documented the condition of the fiber rope at 25 %, 50 %,

75 % and 100 % of its lifetime. One of their main observa-

tions is that ”Generally, at around 50 % of the lifetime, some

yarns started to stick out from the rope and about 75 % the

strands started to stick out from the rope”. This means that

computer vision can detect these changes and give indications

on the remaining useful life through advanced classification

techniques. Even more information about the rope can be ob-

tained by using scanning electron microscopes, which allows

detailed study of the abrasion wear and ingress of foreign par-

ticles (Weller, Davies, Vickers, & Johanning, 2015).

Another approach that can work well with computer vision is

the use of markings. Schmieder et al. (2015) show that the
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Figure 9. Wear at 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % of the rope
lifetime during a CBOS test (Törnqvist et al., 2011).

Figure 10. Using longitudinal marks facilitates the detec-
tion of damage effects. No damage (left), twist and buckling
(right) (Schmieder et al., 2015).

use of markings makes it possible to detect torsion, buckling

and relative movement between the core and the jacket. The

twist and buckling are mainly exhibited in zones with a low

number of CBOS cycles and can be detected using computer

vision. Figure 10 shows how to identify the twist and buck-

ling. Markings can also be used to detect changes in length.

In addition to this, Ilaka and Zerza (2014) make reference to

the use of markers to separate rope sections in their device for

gauging the discard state of fiber ropes.

The use of markings on ropes is not new, and has previously

been patented, especially for use in elevators. Logan, Favrow,

Haas, Stucky, and Baldwin (2006) have a patent where the in-

ventors propose to use markings on a belt, and use changes

in the markings as condition indicators for the load bearing

members. De Angelis (1999) is another inventor who pro-

poses to use a torsional neutral rope construction. If the rope

is weakened by unequal wear and external influences, the

rope will begin to twist, which will be detectable by study-

ing the changes in colored markings. These represent good

condition indicators that can serve in conjunction with other

sensors.

4.5. Thermography

The temperature is a measurement that provides vital infor-

mation of the rope’s condition. Davies et al. (2013) state

in a recent paper: ”...it is the internal abrasion rather than

the external pulley/sheave interactions which will govern the

rope lifetime”. This means that it is of critical importance to

monitor the internal temperature inside the rope, as internal

abrasion leads to an increase in temperature. Figure 11 shows

a comparison between the energy dissipated due to internal

abrasion and the energy dissipated from interactions with the

sheave. It is evident that the internal abrasion is the main con-

tributor to the increase in temperature. Törnqvist et al. (2011)

support this statement, as they observed that the higher tem-

peratures were between the strands, mainly due to friction

from the internal movement.

In DNV-RP-E305, a recommended practice for design, test-

ing and analysis of offshore fiber ropes, the authors present

a parameter they call the 3-T (DNV-GL, 2015). It is a com-

posite parameter comprising the critical parameters tension,

temperature and time. Each parameter depends on the other

two and can be treated as a three-dimensional critical param-

eter called 3-T, which is also described in DNV-GL (2013a).

By evaluating the logarithmic time-to-rupture as a function of

tension at a given temperature, the authors are able to obtain a

linear relationship between tension and time-to-rupture. This

can naturally be extended to surfaces that can describe the

condition of the rope, and highlights the importance of tem-

perature measurements. A good starting point for doing the

required thermal modeling can be found through the works

(Bosman, 1996) and (Overington & Leech, 1997).

De Angelis (2002) obtained a patent on thermal monitoring of

fiber ropes where the inventor proposes to embed a conduc-

tive temperature element, which facilitates condition monitor-

ing of the rope. If the rope exceeds a critical temperature, a

checking circuit can provide a warning signal to the operator.

4.6. Computed tomography

X-ray computed tomography provides increased insight into

what happens with a rope during use. Davies et al. (2013) per-

formed a CBOS test with a fiber rope where they performed

X-ray imaging before and after testing. Figure 12 shows the

X-ray images, where it can be observed that the fibers melt

together during use, creating a denser rope. This can be de-

tectable using X-ray computed tomography together with ad-

vanced classification techniques. The rope will also exhibit

changes in how the temperature propagates, something that

can be detected using thermography. In their work Schmieder

et al. (2015) and Schmieder, Heinze, and Michael (2016), the

authors also produced X-ray images during CBOS testing.

Figure 12 (right subfigure) shows the longitudinal direction

of this rope, where it can be observed that internal abrasion

makes the rope thinner.

Huntley, Grabandt, and Graëtan (2015) recently presented re-

sults on X-ray imaging. Figure 13 shows a fiber rope where a

strength member that is detectable by X-ray is included. The

left subfigure shows a part of the rope that is not in the bend

zone, where the detectable strength member remains contin-

uous throughout the section. The right subfigure shows a part

of the rope that has been exposed to 46, 000 bend cycles,

where the strength member becomes discontinuous and de-

teriorated. This means that the X-rays can provide very good
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Figure 11. Infrared (IR) image during CBOS testing (left) and dissipated energy as a function of cycles (right) (Davies et
al., 2013). The red line is the dissipated energy through internal friction, while the blue line is the energy dissipated through
external friction.

Figure 12. X-ray tomography of a braided fiber rope before (left) and after (middle) testing (Davies et al., 2013). The subfigures
are not to scale. The right subfigure shows the longitudinal direction of a worn rope (Schmieder et al., 2015).

Figure 13. X-ray image of a fiber rope with a detectable strength member. The left picture shows an undamaged section, while
the right picture shows a section that has been exposed to cyclic bending (Huntley, Grabandt, & Graëtan, 2015).
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information on the overall health of the rope in question. Also

note that the authors were able to provide an excellent correla-

tion between the X-ray results and the marked yarn magnetic

detection principle.

Toda, Grabowska, and Ciesielska-Wrobel (2016) present an-

other application of X-ray tomography applied to fiber ropes.

The authors use micro-tomography to measure the parame-

ters of the internal structure of the rope and were able to find

the tension generated in the yarns as well as the unevenness

of the twist. Additionally, they obtained the distributions of

fibers in 3D, facilitating classification of number of fibers as

a function of distance from the center of the rope. Figure 14

shows the cross section of the rope as well as the quantity of

fibers as a function of distance. This gives excellent infor-

mation that can be used for condition monitoring, and allows

for the monitoring of the internal abrasion, which is known

to govern the lifetime of the rope. Additionally, the thermal

properties of the rope can be calculated through the knowl-

edge of the fibers and their friction coefficients.

Sand and salt inside the rope result in increased internal abra-

sion and must be accounted for when doing offshore oper-

ations. Schecklman, Kniffin, and Zurk (2014) presented re-

cently a paper on using Terahertz non-destructive evaluation

of nylon ropes, where the authors were able to map the 3D

distribution of sand and salt contaminants within the rope,

thereby providing a good condition indicator for internal abra-

sion due to these contaminants.

4.7. Optical fibers

Optical fibers are able to measure parameters such as strain,

temperature, acceleration and acoustic emissions, and there-

fore have a wide range of applications and are very popular

for smart structures.

Ractliffe (1982) patented one of the first designs using opti-

cal fibers for condition monitoring of fiber ropes. The inven-

tor proposes to embed optical fibers into the strands of a fiber

rope to provide continuous monitoring, and to identify high

local strains. D’Agostino, Barrick, and Williams (1993) pro-

pose another design through a patent where the strains and

stresses are determined by monitoring the fiber light trans-

missive and reflective properties. The inventors propose to

use a reference pattern measured when the rope is new, and

compare it with patterns measured during use. The changes

in patterns over time then serves as condition indicators.

In two separate papers, (Cortázar, Tomasel, & Laura, 1998)

and (Cortázar, Lorrondo, Laura, & Avalos, 1996), the authors

present experimental results on using optical fibers for condi-

tion monitoring of Kevlar rope and on steel wire ropes. Fig-

ure 15 shows the rupture signals for both synthetic and steel

wire rope, where it is evident that the shape of the received

signals using optical fibers are very similar for both kinds of

rope. This highlights the advantages of using optical fibers,

as they can be applied to both steel wire and synthetic rope.

Ludden, Carroll, and Burgoyne (1995) present another ap-

proach of using optical fibers for condition monitoring of

fiber ropes. The authors show that by using optical time

domain reflectometry (OTDR), they are able to detect the

acoustic emissions caused by yarn snapping. By counting

the number of yarn snappings, it allows for the quantifica-

tion of the number of broken yarns as a function of distance

to determine where the snapping has taken place, thereby

providing critical information on the condition of the fiber

rope. Robertson and Ludden (1997) augmented this result by

including strain and temperature measurements using fiber

Bragg grating pairs spaced along the fiber with localization

using wavelength tunable OTDR. Fiber Bragg gratings work

by embedding several gratings into the structure of the optical

fiber. Each grating will reflect light on a specific wavelength

and the reflected wavelengths will change depending on the

strain experienced by each grating, thereby facilitating strain

measurements. Note that with a limited spectrum, there is a

maximum number of gratings for each optical fiber, such that

multiple optical fibers are required to obtain sufficient resolu-

tion (especially important for deep sea operations with rope

lengths of several kilometers).

Rebel et al. (2000) performed a review on different condition

monitoring techniques for fiber ropes, where they deemed the

use of fiber optics using Bragg gratings as the most promis-

ing approach for condition monitoring of mooring ropes. The

authors propose to embed multiple optical fibers in a helix

trajectory in the fiber rope to provide sufficient resolution of

both strain and temperature measurements, while avoiding

the breakage of the optical fibers due to the strain on the rope

itself.

Barton Smith and Williams (2002) measured the strain in

mooring ropes using optical fibers. The authors propose to

embed an optical fiber into each of the seven subropes and

use OTDR to measure the strain. Through experiments the

authors obtained a linear relationship between the applied and

measured strain.

Another approach for fiber optics is by using Brillouin scat-

tering. Brillouin scattered light occurs due to an interaction

with acoustic waves and results in a frequency shift in the

scattered light. The Brillouin frequency shift is the difference

between the incident and scattered light frequency, is propor-

tional to the temperature, and can be used for strain measure-

ments.

Thévanaz, Niklès, Fellay, Facchini, and Robert (1998) and

Uttamchandani et al. (1999) respectively, presented papers

on using the Brillouin scattering for strain measurements in

synthetic ropes. In the latter paper it is highlighted that more

research was required on this topic for it to be a viable solu-
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Figure 14. Cross section of the rope (left) and distribution of fibers as a function of distance (right) (Toda et al., 2016).

Figure 15. Typical rupture signals for synthetic rope (left)
and steel wire rope (right) (Cortázar et al., 1998). Notice the
similarity of the two curves.

Figure 16. Relationship between the Brillouin frequency
shift, strain and temperature (O’Hear, 2003).

tion. O’Hear (2003) presented results on the same technique,

where the author was able to obtain a linear relationship be-

tween the strain and the Brillouin frequency shift. Figure 16

shows this relationship. Even though it is often argued that

it is challenging to discriminate between the temperature and

strain effect using Brillouin shift measurements, Thévanaz et

al. (1998) emphasizes that this can easily be worked out, how-

ever bending and torsion will also need to be accounted for as

they will affect the transmissivity of the optical fibers.

4.8. Vibration and acoustic emission

The use of ultrasonic and acoustic emission (AE) for con-

dition monitoring of fiber ropes date back to the early 70’s.

Williams and Lee (1982) did a short review in 1982 on non-

destructive testing (NDT) of ropes (both fiber and steel wire),

where they focused on acoustic emission techniques. Beside

the references on wire ropes, only three papers on fiber ropes

were cited. Vanderveldt and Tran (1971) apply the stress

wave emission monitoring technique to synthetic ropes and

show that there is a significant increase in the acoustic emis-

sion rate at about 85 % of the failure load. Egan (1972)

showed that by using multiple accelerometers mounted onto

the rope, the AE signal behaved randomly until about 60-

70 % of the rope breaking strength. Above this level, the

author was able to pinpoint the region of rupture from the AE

signal. Fresch, Yeager, and Thiruvengadam (1979) studied

the internal friction damping of virgin ropes and overstressed

ropes. The authors were able to show that the damping of

virgin ropes were higher than that of the overstressed ropes,

and showed a correlation between the damping and the rope

breaking strength. Yeager, Hochrein, and Sherrard (1982)

evaluated the internal friction damping technique for marine

application in 1982.

Williams, Hainsworth, and Lee (1984) also published a paper

on using acoustic ultrasonic NDT to evaluate the condition

of fiber ropes. The authors fixed a transmitter and a receiver

onto a rope in tension and measured the Stress Wave Factor

(SWF). The authors were able to correlate the received signal

to the load, but also emphasized that good SWF modeling is

required for the technique to be applicable for NDT.

Winter and Green (1985) propose to use mechanical spec-

troscopy for condition monitoring of fiber ropes, where the

authors studied the wave propagation characteristics of a rope

under tension. The authors were able to identify differences

between new and used ropes, but the frequency response curves

were found to change with time under constant load.

Kwun and Burkhardt (1989) continued with this work through

their paper where they used the transverse impulse vibration

method to study the condition of the rope. The method is able
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Figure 17. Experimental setup (left) and the dynamic modu-
lus as a function of cycles (right) (Ferreira et al., 2000).

to detect localized flaws in the rope, and uses a similar setup

as (Williams et al., 1984) with a transmitter and a receiver on

a rope in tension. Their work later resulted in a patent and an

article produced by Kwun and Burkhardt (1990) and Kwun

and Burkhardt (1991) respectively.

Ferreira, Lam, Koncar, and Delvael (2000) studied the dy-

namic modulus of a fiber rope by using longitudinal wave

propagation. The modulus describes the elastic properties

of the rope and has the same behavior as the fatigue of the

rope. By measuring the propagation speed along the rope and

knowing the density of the rope, the modulus can be deter-

mined and serve as a condition indicator. Figure 17 shows

the setup as well as their test results. It is evident that there is

a correlation between the modulus and the deterioration of the

rope. Smith, Nickerson, Palazzola, and Pawrrish (2005) ob-

tained a patent on this approach for evaluating the condition

of aramid fiber ropes used in elevators.

The results by Ferreira et al. (2000) and Kwun and Burkhardt

(1991) can be extended to become non-contact by using laser

scanning vibrometry. Laura, Ercoli, and Malfa (1995) pre-

sented a setup in a paper where the authors used an infrared

emitter diode and a receiver diode to monitor the vibration of

a mechanical cable (applicable to both steel wire and syn-

thetic rope). The basic principle is that the infrared inci-

dent ray is reflected by the cable where the vibration modi-

fies the reflected ray. This allows for the determination of the

frequency of the cable, and facilitates contact-less vibration

measurements. Figure 18 shows the experimental set-up by

Laura et al. (1995). In addition to using the infrared measure-

ment technique, the authors mounted accelerometers onto the

cable, and were able to obtain a good correlation between the

infrared technique and accelerometer-based measurements.

In a recent patent by Padilla, Bull, Royer, and Owens (2015),

the inventors propose a contact-less solution where a trans-

mitter and a receiver are mounted on two sides of a fiber

rope, and then monitor the received amplitude and propaga-

tion time. During their experimental testing, the synthetic

rope broke after 3800 cycles. Figure 19 shows their main

results where it is evident that these trends can serve as con-

dition indicators for determining the remaining useful life of

the fiber rope. The recent work by Bashir et al. (2017) support

Figure 18. Infrared transducer set-up (Laura et al., 1995).

Figure 19. Experimental results using acoustics. Received
signal amplitude (top) and propagation time (bottom) as func-
tions of cycles (Padilla et al., 2015).

this, as the authors are able to obtain consistent experimental

results using acoustic emission to monitor the condition of

mooring ropes.

4.9. Diameter measurements

Width measurements using lasers, optical cameras, or other

technologies, can provide vital inputs to the condition of the

rope. Especially when considering ropes that exhibit creep

behavior, it follows that as the rope becomes longer its width

is decreased due to a positive Poisson’s ratio. Hence, by mon-

itoring the width alone will give very important information

on the rope.

Samson Rope Technologies (2014) state that a rope can have

cut strands, compression damage, inconsistent diameter, pulled

strands, heavy abrasion or melted fibers as shown in Fig-

ure 5. Each of these damages (except melted fibers) are de-
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tectable by monitoring the diameter of the rope, emphasiz-

ing the importance of diameter measurements. Through a

personal discussion with Nick O’Hear (May 12th, 2016), he

recommended to focus on width measurements when doing

condition monitoring of fiber ropes. Currently there is little

open research on using diameter measurements for condition

monitoring of fiber ropes. However, in a recent patent appli-

cation by Van Der Woude and Zijlmans (2015), the inventors

propose to correlate physical measurements (diameter of the

rope, shape of the rope, elongation, creep, bending, tension

and temperature) to the position along the rope. As an exam-

ple, the inventors show how the diameter of a steel wire rope

can be related to the position along the rope, providing vital

information on the condition of the rope.

The patent by Ilaka and Zerza (2014) makes use of a clamp-

ing roller set up attached to springs. The lower set of these

sprung rollers has a rotary axle and lever where the measured

diameter is transferred to a position sensor, allowing cross

sectional changes to be detected. In this system the rope is

split into sections, allowing the changes to be monitored and

compared to a previously user-defined discard criteria which

will send a warning to the operator indicating the rope sec-

tion must be replaced. Position sensors are also used in this

system to detect changes in length of the rope in conjunction

with the decrease in diameter.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper has presented an overview of the different tech-

nologies facilitating condition monitoring of fiber ropes. From

the recent trends, the work by Huntley, Grabandt, and Graëtan

(2015) and Huntley, Huntley, and Whitehill (2015) show a

promising method of embedding a strength member detectable

using either magnetism or X-ray imaging. This shows that it

is possible to obtain high quality information through embed-

ding foreign bodies into the rope.

Thermography is another interesting direction. The work by

De Angelis (2002) can be expanded upon or used together

with IR imaging for determining the rope’s condition. One of

the main questions that can serve as a good condition indica-

tor is: ”What is the change in temperature as a point on the

rope moves away from the sheave?” Figure 12 shows that the

structural properties of the rope is changed during use, some-

thing that will affect the thermal conductivity of the rope.

This might be a good direction for future research.

The patent by Padilla et al. (2015) using acoustic emission

shows a clear correlation between the received amplitude and

propagation time as functions of cycles. The received am-

plitude increases about 0.5V from 0 to 3500 cycles. In their

experimental results, the inventors considered an HMPE rope

exposed to 6 cycles per minute. With the knowledge that

creep is one of the dominant failure mechanisms for HMPE

ropes, it follows that the HMPE rope becomes longer, and

hence its width is reduced. This means that the results by

Padilla et al. (2015) might be just another way of measuring

the width of the rope. As stated before, there are not many re-

sults on automatic width measurements in the open literature,

such that this represents perhaps one of the most interesting

future direction within condition monitoring of fiber ropes.

For subsea ropes, biofouling can make width measurements

challenging. This becomes especially critical for mooring

ropes, and a method for removing or accounting for this ma-

jor noise distortion must be considered before applying width

measurements as a condition indicator. Other technologies

such as thermography (using an IR camera), wave propaga-

tion, capacitive measurements will also face challenges sub-

sea due to damping in water and biofouling. For lifting appli-

cation, it is recommended to place the sensors on the crane.

This can provide continuous measurements for parts of the

rope, and discrete measurements for the whole rope when the

rope is reeled in.

While there are several different sensors that give indications

on the condition of the rope, no single measurement will be

sufficient to cover all the different failure modes. Inputs to

prognostic algorithms can for example be a combination of

width, length, temperature, load history and optical images

that together might provide accurate estimates on the rope’s

condition and remaining useful life.
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